
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of advertising manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for advertising manager

Ability to work with large data sets, obtain information, identify trends, and
solve complex problems
Lead the development - with input from the brand teams, of the creative
briefs for all brands (Still Portfolio), ensuring demonstration of brand
marketing objectives and positioning, brand business dynamics, competitive
dynamics and positioning, consumer mindset in the category/segment, brand
equities and aspirations, determination of key brand territory,
conceptualization of creative strategic idea territory
Leads the breakthrough creative product development (ideation
Lead Advertising agencies and consult all other IMC agencies in campaign
development based on IMC & creative briefs
Ensure production execution excellence through provision of guidance, input
and direction into final production of campaign materials, drive for use of
innovative production practices (where relevant) to achieve creative output
and cut-through
Challenge relentless creativity and innovative idea amplification across all IMC
disciplines
Provides input in the development of Consumer Promotions, Experiential
Sampling, Assets, PR, Digital platforms, that reflect the brand’s values, voice,
personality and CCIs
Obtain and track usage rights for all advertising and digital assets produced
and shared with local markets
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Generalize results from new accountability tools and develop principles for
successful digital campaigns

Qualifications for advertising manager

Previous experience managing ROP and preprint insertion
Experience in working in the POET and Gensys environments
Previous experience managing pre-print insertions a plus, as is working in
POET and Gensys environments
The ability to work independently while keeping others informed and
meeting deadlines is important in this role
5+ years of recruitment advertising sales experience
Ability to multitask and work on deadlines


